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Suggested Reading Materials

Guides to Getting Published


Publishing Activity and Patterns of Academic Librarians


**Faculty Status, Publishing, Tenure, and Related Issues**


**Research Methods**


Sage Series – Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences

[150 titles; each book is approximately 80 pages and covers a particular topic in detail. See separate handout for list of individual titles]


**Selected Research Examples, Sources, and Ideas**


[contains attitude questionnaire and factor analysis of attitude components]

[provides citations, and video via Muse links demonstrating ‘think-aloud’ method and verbal protocol analysis]


[reference list contains citations and links to data collected by agencies and available for secondary analysis]


[includes data coding sheet]


[includes detailed methodology and pre- and post-websearch questionnaires]


[appendix includes data-gathering template]


[contains student survey evaluating usefulness of library classes over the long-term]

These five articles together comprise a notable *Journal of Academic Librarianship* symposium on “The Identity of Academic Librarianship” and should be read together and in order. Note that they are eight consecutive pages. **Definitely worth reading.**
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